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A CFD model which supports conjugate heat and mass transfer problem representation across the mem-
brane of air-to-air energy recovery heat exchangers has been developed. The model consists of one flow
passage for the hot stream and another for the adjacent cold stream. Only half of each flow passage vol-
ume has been modelled on each side of the membrane surface. Three dimensional, steady state and lam-
inar flow studies have been conducted using a commercial CFD package. The volumetric species transport
model has been adopted to describe the H2O and air gas mixtures. Mesh dependency has been examined
and followed by validation of the CFD model against published data. Furthermore, effects of flow direc-
tion at the inlet of the heat exchanger on its thermal effectiveness have been investigated. Simulation
results are presented and analysed in terms of sensible effectiveness, latent effectiveness and pressure
drop across the membrane heat exchanger. Results have shown that counter-flow configuration has
greater sensitivity to the mesh centre perpendicular distance from the membrane when compared to
the other two flow configurations (cross-/parallel-flow). However, the lateral mesh element length has
shown minimal effect on the thermal effectiveness of the enthalpy heat exchanger. For the quasi-flow
heat exchanger, a perpendicular flow direction to the inlets has been found to produce a higher perfor-
mance in contrast to the non-perpendicular flow.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Operating costs of air conditioning systems in commercial
buildings are significant due to high HVAC total loads especially
those built in tropical climate [1]. Of the total building energy con-
sumption, the HVAC sector accounts for 33% [2,3]. Furthermore, to-
tal greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions from HVAC operations in
residential and commercial buildings could account for 22% of
the total GHG emissions [4]. Reducing the total HVAC load would
result in a reduction in operating costs, GHG emissions and related
environmental impacts [5].

Air-to-air fixed plate enthalpy/membrane heat exchanger is en-
ergy recovery equipment that provides energy savings and im-
proved indoor air quality. Its energy recovering process is based
on recovering heat and/or moisture from a stream at a high tem-
perature and/or humidity and transferring the recovered energy
to a low temperature and/or humidity stream. The effectiveness
of exchanger depends heavily on air flow configurations, condi-
tions and patterns of the supply and exhaust air streams. Designs
that use cross-flow configuration or a combination of cross- and
counter-flow (hybrid-flow) configuration, similar to the one shown
by Fig. 1, are preferable. Noticeable advantages include high effi-
ciency, ease of construction and no moving parts, has have made
this type of exchanger popular for use in residential/commercial
buildings [6–9].

In the mass transfer process, heat is released when the mem-
brane absorbs moisture from the humid stream. The heat released
transfers into the cold stream due to temperature discrepancy be-
tween the two streams. Similarly, the membrane desorbs moisture
into the dry air stream and the heat required for evaporation is ta-
ken from the hot air stream [10]. Therefore, the heat and mass
transfer characteristics across the membrane are affected [11].
For low temperature differences across the membrane, effects of
the adsorption heat are negligible when analysing the heat and
mass transfer across the membrane [11,12]. Fig. 2 shows the cur-
rent simplified energy recovery process which is based on the
assumption of neglecting the adsorption heat. Therefore, heat
and moisture transportation from the hot and humid stream to
the membrane surface is achieved by convection. Consequently,
conduction of heat and diffusion of moisture take place through
the porous membrane. Finally, heat and moisture are then trans-
ported by convection from the membrane surface to the cold and
less humid stream. The whole process causes a decrease in
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Fig. 1. Membrane (enthalpy) heat exchanger hybrid-flow configuration [1].

Fig. 2. Heat and moisture transfer in a membrane heat exchanger.

Nomenclature

Cp specific heat (J kg�1 K�1)
D diffusion coefficient (m2 s�1)
E mechanical energy (J kg�1)
h enthalpy (J kg�1)
H total enthalpy (J kg�1)
hfg enthalpy of evaporation (J kg�1)
J diffusion flux (kg m�2)
k thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1)
KLc friction factor for contracting flow
KLe friction factor for expanding flow
Mw molecular weight (kg mol�1)
_m mass flow rate (kg s�1)

P pressure (Pa)
Pop operating pressure (Pa)
qh sensible heat flux (W m�2)
R universal gas constant (J K�1 mol�1)
S/ source term
T temperature (K)
v velocity (m s�1)
�h _V volumetric flow rate (m3 h�1)
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
Yi mass fraction of each species (kg kg�1)

Greek letters
DP pressure drop (Pa)
e effectiveness (%)
/ variable quantity (1, U, V, W, T, Yv)
C/ diffusion coefficient of variable quantity /
x humidity ratio (kg kg�1)
q density (kg m�3)

Subscripts
a air
c cold
h hot
i inlet, species index (dry air or vapour)
l latent
m membrane
ma mixed air
o outlet
s stream
t total
v vapour
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temperature and humidity of the supply hot and moist air stream
before it enters the cooling coil.
Significant experimental, numerical and analytical research
work was undertaken in the last decade to improve the perfor-
mance of the enthalpy heat exchanger [9,13–15]. Experimental
investigation is considered costly and time consuming [8,16,17].
Alternatively, researchers have focused their work on developing
mathematical models and computer simulation codes such as
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation to predict heat
exchanger performance [4,18–20].

Available commercial CFD packages, such as FLUENT [21], suffer
from limitations when it comes to modelling moisture diffusion
across a porous boundary similar to the membrane heat exchanger.
Heat transfer problems are well developed and solved by FLUENT
[21]. Solutions for mass transfer problems are still under develop-
ment, especially through membranes or porous materials [4,11].
These problems make it difficult to model the complete process
of heat and mass transfer within any membrane heat exchanger.
To overcome these limitations, researchers have developed in-
house CFD/numerical codes, modified related inputs to the utilised
CFD model or wrote user defined functions that have been imple-
mented in CFD commercial packages such as FLUENT [21].

Zhang [20] worked on membrane-based total heat exchanger
and provided fundamental data for future engineering applica-
tions. He conducted experimental work on a quasi-counter flow
heat exchanger and presented the heat exchanger effectiveness
as a function of air flow rates. Zhang [20] also presented a CFD
model, utilising FLUENT [21], based on non-dimensional values
of temperature, pressure and humidity ratios. He reported a final
uncertainty value of 4.5% for sensible and latent effectiveness. In
his CFD model, the mass transfer problem was solved by adopting
the heat-mass transfer analogy. Zhang [20] deliberately changed
the values of Prandtl number (Pr) and thermal diffusion to be the
same as Schmidt number (Sc) and mass diffusion, respectively. In
this way, Zhang [20] transformed his conjugate mass transfer prob-
lem to a conjugate heat transfer problem.

Min and Su [22] developed a mathematical model to analyse
heat and mass transfer in the core of a membrane-based enthalpy
exchanger. They have also derived equations for evaluating the
thermal and moisture resistances. In their model, the physical
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properties of flowing air and the membrane were assumed to be
constant and Lewis number (Le) was assumed to have a constant
value of 0.85. The heat conduction and vapour diffusion in the
two air streams were assumed to be negligible in comparison to
the bulk convection. In their work, Min and Su [22,23] used vapour
density difference as the moisture transfer driving force. Later on,
Min and Su [24] modified their approach in utilising the humidity
ratio difference as the driving force. They concluded that the ther-
mal conductivity of the membrane has an insignificant influence
on all forms of effectiveness: latent, sensible and total.

Yaïci et al. [4] presented a two-dimensional CFD model of the
conjugate heat and mass transfer of parrallel-/counter flow mem-
brane heat exchanger under typical Canadian summer and winter
conditions. In their study, they adopted constant air physical prop-
erties and ignored the heat resulting from species diffusion into the
air streams. Their findings were in compliance with previous re-
search work. Furthermore, they stressed that CFD approach has
proven to be both a practical and an effective design tool of HRV/
ERV systems.

Nasif et al. [18] utilised FLUENT [21] to model Z-flow configura-
tion enthalpy heat exchanger in an effort to investigate tempera-
ture and moisture distribution in the heat exchanger. They
modelled moisture transfer through porous materials by develop-
ing a non-dimensional sensible-latent effectiveness ratio to obtain
the moisture boundary conditions on the heat exchanger surface.
They highlighted that determining the sensible-latent effective-
ness ratio can only be obtained from effectiveness measurements.

The current work presents a CFD model capable of modelling
the heat and mass transfer processes across the membrane within
the heat exchanger using FLUENT [21]. A mesh independence study
is conducted and followed by the validation of the current CFD
model against published data [20]. Furthermore, effects of flow
direction at the inlet of the heat exchanger on its effectiveness
are examined. Simulation results are presented and analysed in
terms of sensible and latent effectiveness and pressure drop across
the membrane heat exchanger.
2. CFD model

The commercial CFD package, FLUENT [21], is used to simulate
the heat and moisture transfer inside the membrane heat exchan-
ger. A three-dimensional CFD pressure based solver, steady-state
model of the heat exchanger is developed using the pre-processor
GAMBIT software [25]. Two types of mesh elements are used:
structured mesh is used to build the counter-, cross-, and paral-
lel-flow configurations CFD model and hybrid mesh is used to build
the quasi-flow configuration CFD model. The volumetric species
transport model is adopted to describe the H2O and air gas mixture
with the inclusion of inlet diffusion and diffusion energy source op-
tions. The semi implicit method for pressure linked equation (SIM-
PLE) algorithm is employed for the calculation of pressure and
velocity fields. Third order MUSCAL discretization scheme is used
with momentum, energy, and species equations. Moreover, the
second order upwind discretization scheme is used with the pres-
sure model [21].

The CFD model consists of one flow passage for the hot stream
and another for the adjacent cold stream. Only half of each flow
passage volume is modelled on each side of the membrane surface
and symmetry boundary conditions were used as shown in Fig. 3.

The membrane heat exchangers adopted in this investigation
have the same dimensions and properties as those investigated
by Zhang [20]. The quasi-counter flow heat exchanger is detailed
by Fig. 3 and Table 1.
2.1. Assumptions

The in-house developed user defined function utilised in the
current CFD model is limited by the following assumptions:

� Steady state processes of heat and mass transfer.
� The adsorption of water vapour on and from the membrane is in

a dynamic equilibrium state.
� Constant and equal heat of vaporisation and heat of sorption.
� Constant and isotropic heat and mass transfer resistance

through the membrane. According to Min et al. [11,12,22], heat
transfer resistance is function of latent-to-sensible heat ratio.
This is because the adsorption heat at the membrane surface
also transfers across the membrane. However, they concluded
that the thermal resistance accounts for a small fraction of the
total thermal resistance and can be ignored. Furthermore, the
mass transfer resistance is strongly affected by membrane
properties and operating conditions [1,11,12,18,19,22–24,26].
Due to validation requirements with Zhang [20], the mass
transfer resistance is considered constant.
� The Reynolds number (Re = qvDh/l) at the inlet of the flow pas-

sage was found to be less than 1000; therefore, the flow is
assumed to be of laminar nature [20]. The hydraulic diameter
(Dh) is approximated to be (2 � passage height = 8 mm) [1].
The value of Reynolds number inside the quasi heat exchanger
is expected be even lower due to the expansion the cross-sec-
tion of the flow passage.

2.2. Governing equations

Fundamental equations of fluid motion are based on three
conservation laws: mass, momentum and energy. Additional
equations are required if, for example, a fluid is composed of
various chemical species with mass diffusion. Consequently, the
adopted form of the incompressible steady-state air flow equa-
tion is [21]:

r � ðq/ V
!
Þ ¼ r � ðC/r/Þ þ S/ ð1Þ

The energy equation in the current CFD model, solved by FLU-
ENT, can be written as [21]:

r � ðV
!
ðqEþ pÞÞ ¼ r � krT �

X
i

hi J
!

i

 !
ð2Þ

where k is the thermal conductivity, T is the moist air temperature
and Ji is the diffusion flux of species i. The two terms on the right
hand side of Eq. (2) represent the energy transfer due to conduction
and species diffusion, respectively. Furthermore, the mechanical en-
ergy E is defined as [21]:

E ¼ h� p
q
þ V2

2
ð3Þ

The sensible enthalpy h is defined for incompressible fluid flow
as [21]:

h ¼
X

i

Y ihi þ
p
q

ð4Þ

hi ¼
Z T

Tref

cp;idT ð5Þ

When solving the conservation equations for air and vapour
species, FLUENT [21] predicts the local mass fraction of each spe-
cies (Yi) through the solution of a convection–diffusion equation
for the ith species. The species conservation equation takes the fol-
lowing general form:



Fig. 3. Cross section of the simulated membrane heat exchanger flow passages.

Table 1
Reference values of the simulated membrane heat exchanger Zhang [20].

# Of channels 57
Membrane thickness (d) 102 lm
Channel height 4 mm
Membrane diffusion coefficient 8 � 10�6 m2/s
Lateral lengths (x-, y- directions) 185 mm
Membrane conductivity 0.13 W/m K
Cold air inlet temperature 27 �C
Hot air inlet temperature 35 �C
Cold air inlet relative humidity 52%
Hot air inlet relative humidity 59%
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r � ðq V
!

Y iÞ ¼ r � J
!

i ð6Þ

The diffusion flux of the ith species (air or vapour) arises due to
concentration gradient. By default, FLUENT [21] uses the dilute
approximation, under which the diffusion flux can be written as:

J
!

i ¼ �qDi;marY i ð7Þ

where Di,ma is the diffusion coefficient for the ith species (air or va-
pour) in the moist air mixture and is defined as [27]:

Da;ma ¼ Dv;ma ¼ 1:87� 10�10 T2:072

P
ð8Þ

The density of the utilised ideal gas law for an incompressible
flow can be defined as [21]:

q ¼ Pop

RT
P Y i

Mw;i

ð9Þ

where R is the universal gas constant, Mw,i is the molecular weight
of air or vapour and Pop is the operating pressure which is given the
value of the standard atmospheric pressure. Other properties of the
moist air mixture are evaluated based on the mass weighted aver-
age of the mixture components. Furthermore, the air [28] and va-
pour [21] thermodynamic properties of specific heat, conductivity
and viscosity are evaluated as a function of air temperature.

2.3. Boundary conditions

In order to obtain a unique solution of the governing equations
(Eqs. (1), (2) and (6)), a set of boundary conditions must be pro-
vided. The boundary conditions are used to determine the arbitrary
functions resulting from integrating the governing equations.

The velocity boundary condition is used to define the velocity
magnitude and direction of the moist air at the hot and cold inlets
of the heat exchanger. Other required inputs at this boundary are:
dry-bulb temperature and vapour mass fraction.

The pressure outlet condition is used to model the flow condi-
tions at the outlets of the heat exchanger. Required inputs into this
boundary are: air gage pressure, dry-bulb temperature and vapour
mass fraction. These values will be used only if there is reverse
flow into the simulated domain through this boundary.

All solid surfaces of the heat exchanger, apart from the mem-
brane, are modelled using the wall boundary condition. The no-slip
condition is enforces where the air velocity magnitude is equal to
zero. Similarly, no heat flux and zero diffusive flux conditions are
enforced at this boundary.

At the centre of the hot and cold flow passages, the symmetry
boundary condition is utilised. Symmetry boundary is usually used
to reduce the extent of the computational model to symmetric sub-
sections of the overall physical system, hence reducing computa-
tional cost. Furthermore, it is not necessary to define any
parameter at this boundary. The current CFD package, FLUENT
[21], enforces a zero flux of all quantities across a symmetry
boundary and sets the normal velocity component at the symme-
try plane to zero.

It is worth mentioning that the values used as inputs to these
boundary conditions are taken from and calculated based on the
quantities listed in Table 1.
2.4. Membrane modelling

The only available option for porous boundary in FLUENT [21] is
the porous jump boundary which can be used to model a thin
membrane. Across the porous jump boundary condition, the flow
of air and related pressure drop is based on solving the Darcy equa-
tion [21]. However, this boundary does not model the mass diffu-
sion phenomena. Alternatively, the solid thin wall boundary
condition is adopted to model the membrane of the heat
exchanger.

The membrane has a thickness (d) in the order of 100 lm which
makes the assumption of isotropic heat and mass transfer valid.
Therefore, one-dimensional equations are accurate enough to de-
scribe the heat and mass transfer processes inside the membrane.
The utilised steady-state equations of heat and mass transfer pro-
cesses are [27]:

@2Tm

@z2 ¼ 0 ð10Þ

@2Y i;m

@z2 ¼ 0 ð11Þ



Table 2
Distance of the cell centre from the membrane and the related parameters.

Dcenter (lm) 200 100 71 50 40 33
Total no. of cells (�103) 225 450 675 900 1125 1350
No. of elements/passage 5 10 15 20 25 30
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In laminar flows, the fluid side heat transfer at a solid thin wall
surface is computed using Fourier’s law [27]:

qh ¼ �k
@T
@z

����
hs
¼ �km

@Tm

@z

����
m
¼ �k

@T
@z

����
cs

ð12Þ

Heat transfer across the membrane is solved directly in FLUENT
[21] by coupling the two sides of the membrane. The membrane
conductivity, density and heat capacity are defined when defining
the material properties of the heat exchanger in accordance with
Table 1.

Moisture transfer at the surface of the membrane is by diffusion
only because of the no-slip boundary condition. Therefore, the
mass flux of water vapour at the surface can be expressed by Fick’s
law [27]:

jv ¼ �qDv;ma
@Yv

@z

����
hs
¼ �qDm

@Yv;m

@z

����
m
¼ �qDv;ma

@Yv

@z

����
cs

ð13Þ

In-house user defined function (UDF) is developed to solve Eq.
(13) and to provide values of vapour mass fractions at both faces
of the membrane. Mass fraction values are presented according
to the following equations:

Yv;mc ¼ Yv;cs þ a1Yv;hs � a1Yv;mh ð14Þ

Yv;mh ¼
Yv;cs þ ða1 þ a2ÞYv;hs

ða1 þ a2 þ 1:0Þ ð15Þ

where a1 and a2 are function of the membrane physical and geo-
metrical properties in addition to the mesh element length in the
perpendicular direction.

2.5. Effectiveness

The effectiveness of a membrane heat exchanger can be pre-
sented in three different forms: sensible (es), latent (el) and total
(et) effectiveness. These parameters are calculated using the fol-
lowing equations [1]:

es ¼
_mhcpðThi � ThoÞ þ _mccpðTco � TciÞ

2 _mmincPðThi � TciÞ
ð16Þ

el ¼
_mhhfgðxhi �xhoÞ þ _mchfgðxco �xciÞ

2 _mminhfgðxhi �xciÞ
ð17Þ

et ¼
_mhðHhi � HhoÞ þ _mcðHco � HciÞ

2 _mminðHhi � HciÞ
ð18Þ

Due to validation needs of the current CFD model against the
published experimental work of Zhang [20], the following defini-
tions of membrane heat exchanger effectiveness were adopted
[20]:

es ¼
ðThi � ThoÞ
ðThi � TciÞ

ð19Þ

el ¼
ðxhi �xhoÞ
ðxhi �xciÞ

ð20Þ

Values of temperatures and humidity ratios were taken from
the CFD model at the inlets and outlets of the membrane heat ex-
changer. The presented values of the effectiveness parameters are
the mass averaged values.

2.6. Energy recovered (ER)

The total amount of energy recovered as a result of installing
the enthalpy heat exchanger could be simplified to the difference
between total energy transferred from the hot stream to the cold
stream and the energy required to overcome the additional pres-
sure drop. For the simulated passages, energy recovered (ER) could
be written as:

ER ¼ _mhðhhi � hhoÞ �
DP _V

��

3600
� _mv2ðKLc þ KLeÞ ð21Þ

The pressure drop values across the heat exchanger (DP) are ob-
tained from the CFD model, whereas values for KLc and KLe are ob-
tained from published works [29–31].
3. Results and discussion

In this section, effects of mesh element dimensions, membrane
shapes and flow directions on the effectiveness of the membrane
heat exchanger are presented. Validation of the current CFD model
against published experimental results is detailed as well.

3.1. Effects of perpendicular distance (Dcenter)

The cell centre perpendicular distance (Dcenter) from the mem-
brane is expected to have an effect on the effectiveness (es and
el) of the membrane heat exchanger. As listed in Table 2, six cases
are investigated to show the dependence of the effectiveness on
the perpendicular distance. The membrane is selected to have a
square shape transfer area in which the lateral sides have the same
number of mesh elements (150 elements). Furthermore, the cold
and hot passages have the same number of cell elements. Coun-
ter-, cross-, and parallel-flow configurations are investigated and
results are shown in Fig. 4.

Based on the proposed CFD functions, air temperature and mass
fraction at the cell centre are recorded and linearly related to mem-
brane surface values. The slope of the linear relation is dependent
on the perpendicular distance between the membrane face and the
adjacent cell centre. The number of elements of the hot or cold pas-
sages is listed in Table 2 and is inversely proportional to the per-
pendicular distance.

Variations in effectiveness values, shown in Fig. 4, ranged from
0.1% to 1.1% for sensible effectiveness and from 0.3% to 0.8% for la-
tent effectiveness. It is noticed that counter-flow configuration has
greater sensitivity to the perpendicular distance (Dcenter) followed
by counter-flow configuration and last parallel-flow configuration.
This is due to rapid variations in temperatures and mass fractions
at the contact surfaces between the moist air cell and the mem-
brane surface. Therefore, the smaller the distance value is the more
accurate and less variant the code prediction of the value of mass
fraction at the membrane surface. As shown by Fig. 4, there is no
significant variation in the effectiveness when the distance value
becomes less than 50 lm.

Over-estimation in values of the heat exchanger effectiveness is
also been found at coarse mesh (large Dcenter) for the counter- and
cross-flow configurations as shown by Fig. 4. Temperature values
are read at the centre of the cell adjacent to the membrane surface
by interpolating values from all other nodes of the cell. The dis-
tance of the cell centre is longer for a coarse mesh than for a fine
mesh. Therefore, the temperature is expected to be colder at the
cell centre in the cold stream side and hotter in the hot stream side
than for a fine mesh. The same logic applies to the mass fraction at
both sides of the membrane. Consequently, heat and mass transfer
driving forces across the membrane tend to increase and to



Fig. 4. Effectiveness as a function of cell centre distance from membrane surface at
a volumetric flow rate of 155.8 m3/h; (a) sensible effectiveness (es), (b) latent
effectiveness (el).

Fig. 5. Effectiveness as a function of mesh element lateral length at a volumetric
flow rate of 155.8 m3/h; (a) sensible effectiveness (es), (b) latent effectiveness (el).

Table 3
Mesh element length tangential to the membrane and the related number of cells.

Lmesh (mm) 11.33 7.55 5.66 4.53 2.27 1.51 1.13 0.91 0.76
Total no. of cells (�103) 16 36 64 100 400 900 1600 2500 3600
No. of elements/passage 20 30 40 50 100 150 200 250 300

Fig. 7. Pressure drop across the membrane section of the quasi-flow heat exchanger
as a function of volumetric flow rate.
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contribute to the over-estimation in effectiveness values. In the
parallel-flow heat exchanger, heat and mass transfer driving forces
across the membrane remain at similar values. Consequently, ef-
fect of coarse/fine mesh on the effectiveness is negligible and it
can be said that the performance of parallel-flow heat exchanger
is insensitive to the mesh element size.

Due to the sensitivity of counter-flow configuration, depen-
dency of effectiveness on perpendicular distance is tested further
at different moist air flow rates. Similar results are obtained show-
ing that when the perpendicular distance value is similar to the
membrane thickness or less a mesh independent solution can be
achieved. Therefore, a minimum of 15 mesh elements are required
in the perpendicular direction of the current membrane heat ex-
changer for obtaining a mesh independent solution.

It can be concluded that perpendicular distance values should
be in a close proximity to the membrane thickness to validate
the assumption of linear dependency and to reduce the effect of
convective heat and mass transfer at the surface of the membrane.
3.2. Effects of lateral mesh element length

The other aspect of mesh dependence testing is studying effects
of the lateral dimensions of mesh elements. Eight cases are simu-
lated with mesh elements length ranging from 0.76 to 11.33 mm,
as listed in Table 3. The total number of cells reported in Table 3
is the sum of mesh elements in the cold and hot passages, where
the cold and hot passages have the same number of elements. Both
of the lateral dimensions have same values whereas the perpendic-
ular number of elements is fixed at 20 elements.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the effectiveness of the investi-
gated heat exchanger is not sensitive to the lateral mesh element
length. The same outcome is observed for the three investigated
flow configurations of counter-, cross- and parallel-flow. Therefore,
the number of elements in the lateral direction should be decided



Fig. 6. Effectiveness as a function of volumetric flow rate for quasi-flow
configuration.
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based bounded perpendicular walls rather than the membrane
boundary.
Fig. 8. Heat exchanger effectiveness at different flow configurations; (a) counter-
flow, (b) cross-flow, (c) parallel-flow.
3.3. Validation of the CFD model

Based on the outcomes of mesh dependence studies presented
earlier, the number of mesh elements is fixed to 15 elements in
the perpendicular to the membrane direction. The number of ele-
ments in the lateral to the membrane direction is changed to
accommodate changes in the shape of the heat exchanger (quasi-
flow configuration) with a minimum of 120 elements. Results from
the current CFD model are validated against the published results
of Zhang [20] and detailed in Fig. 6 till Fig. 8.

Effectiveness of the heat exchanger decreases as the flow rate of
moist air increases, as shown by Fig. 6. It also shows that both of
the presented studies are in a close match. Maximum variations
of 1.8% and 3.7% in sensible and latent effectiveness are noticed
when results from the current CFD model and results of Zhang
[20] are compared. It is worth mentioning that the current CFD
model has moist air properties dependant on: temperature, pres-
sure and composition. Furthermore, the current model simulates
air as a mixture of dry air and water vapour (H2O). However, Zhang
[20] has used fixed values of conductivity and viscosity of dry air
only. Effects of these discrepancies in defining moist air species
and properties are shown clearly in Fig. 8.

The other parameter required to confirm the capability of the
current CFD model is the pressure drop across the heat exchanger.
As shown by Fig. 7, the pressure drop across the membrane section
of the quasi-flow heat exchanger increases as air flow rate in-
creases. Both of presented results show the same behaviour with
minimal deviation of 0.3 Pa. Consequently, the current CFD model
can be considered as a successful tool to model the complicated
nature of coupled heat and mass transfer across the quasi-flow
membrane heat exchanger. The advantage of presenting the true
nature of moist air mixture makes the CFD model more real and
enhances the applicability of obtained results with minimal or no
modifications.

Differences appear when comparing the sensible effectiveness
(es) for the different configurations. It can be noticed that differ-
ences between results from the current CFD model and Zhang’s
work [20] increases as the flow rate increases to reach a maximum
value of 5% for counter-flow configuration. Up to 2% of these differ-
ences are caused by the utilisation of temperature dependent
moist air properties and energy sources due to species diffusion,
as mentioned by Eq. (2).
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (2) is responsible
for accommodating the air/vapour species diffusion process into
the hot/cold air streams. Moist air has higher conductivity and
mass diffusion values than dry air. This makes moist air a better
medium for heat and mass transfer processes. Consequently, high-
er heat and mass exchanges between the hot and cold streams in-
side the heat exchanger. Therefore, the sensible heat transfer
described by Eq. (2) tends to result in higher effectiveness than
equations proposed by Zhang [20] for dry air with constant ther-
modynamic properties. As a result, the current CFD model reported
higher sensible effectiveness values of the heat exchanger.

The latent effectiveness is also affected by the temperature
dependent air properties and the energy source due to species dif-
fusion. This is due to the dependence of moist air density and



Fig. 9. Effect of inlet flow direction on heat exchanger effectiveness; (a) sensible
effectiveness (es), (b) latent effectiveness (el).

Fig. 10. Pressure drop across the membrane section at different inlet flow
configurations.

Fig. 11. Energy recovered per channel at different inlet flow configurations.
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vapour diffusivity on the moist air temperature. In turn, calculated
mass fractions at the membrane surfaces are affected which affects
the amount of mass transferred across the membrane. Eventually,
the latent effectiveness of the heat exchanger is affected.

3.4. Effects of flow direction

Based on the configuration of quasi-flow membrane heat ex-
changer shown by Fig. 3, directions of inlet flow have variable ef-
fects on the flow within the heat exchanger. Therefore, a study is
conducted to examine these effects and results are shown by
Fig. 9 for thermal effects and Fig. 10 for pressure drop effects.

It is clear from Fig. 9 that the effectiveness of the heat exchanger
(hot passage) decreases as the flow rate increases. Maximum val-
ues (es and el) of 84.3% and 80.2% are obtained at flow rate of
38.9 m3/h for ColdVx � HotVx flow configuration. Whereas, mini-
mum values (es and el) of 46.5% and 39.4% are obtained at flow rate
of 194.7 m3/h for ColdVy � HotVx flow configuration. In general,
the normal-flow directions at the inlets (ColdVn � HotVn) shows
better performance at almost all investigated flow rates. The only
exception exists for the axial flow direction (ColdVx � HotVx) at
flow rates of 75 m3/h or less. All other combinations of flow config-
urations have less effectiveness than these two flow configura-
tions. From thermal point of view, selecting the (ColdVn � HotVn)
flow configuration at the inlet would be preferable to produce
the best performing heat exchanger.

The other important investigated parameter is the pressure
drop across the membrane section of the heat exchanger.
Results from Fig. 10 shows that the (ColdVx � HotVx) flow config-
uration produces the greatest pressure drop. Furthermore, the
(ColdVy � HotVy) flow configuration produces the least pressure
drop whereas all other flow configurations including the
(ColdVn � HotVn) flow configuration falls in between. At the high-
est flow rate, pressure drop under the (ColdVx � HotVx) flow
configuration produces as high as 1.6 times more pressure drop
than the (ColdVy � HotVy) flow configuration. Furthermore, the
(ColdVn � HotVn) flow configuration produces as high as 1.2 times
more pressure drop than the (ColdVy � HotVy) flow configuration.
From pressure drop point of view, selecting the (ColdVy � HotVy)
flow configuration at the inlet would be preferable to produce
the best performing heat exchanger with the least pressure drop.

Based on the previous analysis, two configurations are found to
produce the best performing heat exchanger: (ColdVn � HotVn)
and (ColdVy � HotVy) flow configurations. In order to overcome
this confusion, the energy recovered from the heat exchanger
(ER) is evaluated according to Eq. (21) for the investigated
configurations.

The amount of energy recovered from the simulated section of
the heat exchanger is presented in Fig. 11 for the fixed number of
channels of 57. As little as 5.5 W per channel could be recovered at
low flow rate of 38.9 m3/h and as high as 17.5 W per
channel at flow rate of 194.7 m3/h. Results also show that the
(ColdVn � HotVn) flow configuration resulted in the highest quan-
tities of energy recovered at all flow rates. On the other hand, the
(ColdVy � HotVx) flow configuration resulted in the lowest
quantities of energy recovered at all flow rates. Although the
(ColdVy � HotVy) flow configuration resulted in the least pressure
drop, the amount of energy recovered is not high enough when
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compared to those recovered from (ColdVn � HotVn) flow configu-
ration. Therefore, the (ColdVn � HotVn) flow configuration is con-
sidered the best option for the investigated enthalpy heat
exchanger.
4. Conclusions

A CFD model has been developed to model, simultaneously, the
phenomenon of heat, mass and momentum transfer inside the en-
thalpy heat exchanger. The CFD model has produced reasonably
accurate results when compared with an already published exper-
imental work.

It has been noticed that counter flow configuration has greater
sensitivity to the perpendicular distance from the centre of the cell
to membrane surface (Dcenter) when compared to the cross- and
parallel-flow configurations. To obtain accurate results, it has been
found that the perpendicular distance value (Dcenter) should be in a
close proximity to the membrane thickness. Furthermore, the per-
pendicular distance (Dcenter) has strong effect on the thermal effec-
tiveness of the enthalpy heat exchanger. Therefore, a mesh
independent solution must be sought before conducting any re-
lated parametric study. On the other hand, the lateral mesh ele-
ment length has been found to have minimal effect on the
thermal effectiveness of the enthalpy heat exchanger.

For the quasi heat exchanger, it has been found that the flow
direction at the inlet section of the membrane heat exchanger af-
fects the thermal performance. It has been found that selecting
the (ColdVn � HotVn) flow configuration at the inlet would be pref-
erable to produce the best performing heat exchanger.
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